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BlaiseIS Paradata 
 
Jason Ostergren and Youhong Liu, The University of Michigan 
 
Paradata are interview data that are collected from supporting systems rather than the interview script 
itself.  They are used heavily by the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan for 
processes like quality assurance, detection and fixing of problems, testing, instrument design and more.  
This paper will examine our efforts to prepare paradata collection mechanisms for Blaise IS that will be 
adequate to our needs at ISR.  It will first cover page-level paradata, which are mostly handled server-side.  
Then it will discuss sub-page-level paradata that are collected on the client side using javascript. 
 
Blaise includes a feature called a journal to record events and user actions that occur during a web 
interview. At the University of Michigan, we began to explore BlaiseIS earlier this year; as part of that 
exploration, we needed to make sure we could capture the paradata we need.  This paper will discuss how 
the web journal can be implemented for paradata capture. We will discuss how to define a useful paradata 
data structure. For some paradata capture, modifications can be made to the default style sheet and the 
page handler ASP. For some other data, large text fields in the survey data model are used, so information 
from the survey session data can be extracted. We will also talk about how different types of fields are 
being processed and how to utilize the BOI database type and the type of partition used. Finally, we will 
discuss the data, procedures and process required to output the journal data. What follows is a step by step 
guide that illustrates how ISR has handled page-level paradata. 
 
Capturing Page-Level Paradata 

The purpose of paradata is for assessing data quality and for verification. Paradata are critical to project 
staff for checking the survey contents and are also important for verification of programming accuracy.  
For instance, the timing difference from one page to another indicates the time a respondent spent on a 
page. If the average time on one page is too long or too short, then there is a potential problem with the 
question text or answer categories on that page. Another example is the “Action” variable in the paradata 
that keeps track of how respondents use the survey navigation buttons: Next, Previous and Submit. These 
are very important user behaviors that can be used to evaluate a survey design. In the paradata, the 
CurrentPageQuestions and CurrentPageAnswer are useful in two ways: first, they can be used to recover 
the survey data in case the survey data is corrupt; second, they can be used to trace a user’s answers from 
the beginning to the end. In the next section of the paper, all fields in the paradata are discussed in detail.  
 
Step 1: Define a Journal Datamodel  
 
The structure listed below shows the Journal datamodel for capturing page-level paradata that ISR has 
adopted. Each field will be described in the following steps. Please note that in order to use the Journal, 
the survey instrument must have a primary key.  
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Datamodel Paradata 
 
SECONDARY 
  keyTimeStamp = PageStartTimeStamp 
  keyPrimaryKeyValue = PrimaryKeyValue 

keySession = SessionID 
 

FIELDS 
  PageStartTimeStamp : string[30]   
  PrevPageTimeStamp : STRING[30] 
  PrevPageLength : real 
  SessionID      : STRING[20]   
  PrimaryKeyValue: STRING[200]  
  vProjectID  : string [40]     
  Mode : STRING [10] 
  ScreenSize : STRING [50] 
  BrowserSize : STRING [50] 
  JavascriptEnable: STRING [10] 
  ConnectionSpeed : STRING [20] 
  SurveyName : STRING[50] 
  Browser : string[100]         
  CurrentPageNo : INTEGER       
  PrevPageNo : INTEGER          
  VersionDate : string[20]      
  VersionTime: string[20]       
  Action : string [20] 
  PrevPageQuestions : string[2048] 
  PrevPageAnswers : OPen       {H} 
  CurrentPageQuestions : string[2048] 
  CurrentPageAnswers : OPen        
  SubmitStatus : String [20]     
ENDMODEL 
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Step 2: Specify the Journal BMI file and data file 
 
The second step is to specify the Journal description in the Interview Specification. Select the Server 
Settings in the Specification and push the button in the Journal panel. Fill in the name of your prepared 
datamodel for the Meta File. If you want to give a special name to the Journal database, specify this in the 
Data File textbox. If no data file is specified, the system will create a Blaise database that has the same 
file name as the datamodel name. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can also use a BOI file for the data file. In this case, you will need to specify the BOI before using it. 
Journal BOI files will be discussed later. 
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Step 3: Update survey ASP pages 
 
In the survey ASP pages, the Blaise Journal component is used to insert records to the Journal database. 
Most Journal database updates are within the Page Handler ASP page. Here is an explanation about how 
the fields are updated: 
 
a. SessionID – It is straightforward to get the sessionID: 

Journal.Fields.Item("SessionID").Text = Session.SessionID 
 

b. CurrentPageNo - Current Page number can be obtained from the BlaiseIS BlaiseISSessionState of the 
Blaise Internet HTML/XML Generator Component: 
 Set SessionState = 

Server.CreateObject("BlHXG3A.BlaiseISSessionState") 
 CurrentPageNo = SessionState.StoredPageIndex 
 Journal.Fields.Item("CurrentPageNo").Text = CurrentPageNo 
 

c. PrevPageNo – Previous Page Number can be obtained from a hidden variable in the form: 
 PrevPageNo = cstr(Request.Form("spi")) 
 Journal.Fields.Item("PrevPageNo").Text = PrevPageNo 

 
d. Action – page actions are derived from the CurrentPageNo and PrevPageNo: 
 

 
 

e. SubmitStatus – When the survey page is redirected to the Receipt page, the Submit Status is assigned 
to “Completed”. For other actions, the status is empty. 

 
Journal.Fields.Item("SubmitStatus").Text = "Completed" 
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f. PrevPageQuestions and PrevPageAnswers – Obtaining the previous page questions and Previous 
page answers requires changes to the Blaise default stylesheet.  

 
1) In the XSL style sheet, first create the field name list. The format of the list is Form name and 

Blaise field name: e.g, qu1:BLAge qu2:BLName. After the field name list is created, it is 
then saved in a form hidden variable named Para.pagefieldnamelist. 

 
 

2) In the Page Handler ASP, all Request.Form variables are examined. If a variable is matched 
up with a form-hidden variable in Para.pagefieldnamelist, then the corresponding Blaise Field 
name is extracted. The Request.Form variable’s value is also saved. It is possible that a 
survey page contains more than one field, so the questions and answers are actually caret (“^”) 
delimited strings: e.g. PrevPageQuestions = BLAge^BLName^ and PrevPageAnswers 
=46^John Smith. The answers and questions are in the strings correspondingly, so it is very 
easy to write a procedure to construct Name:Value pairs. 
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g. CurrentPageQuestions and CurrentPageAnswers: these two fields can be obtained from the 
HandleRequest method of Blaise Page handler object: 

 

 
 
h. ProjectID, VersionDate,VersionTime, Mode, SurveyName – these are the special fields defined in the 

survey data model. They are assigned fields, e.g. VersionDate := VersionDate := TODATE (2010, 07, 
13). They can be extracted from GetReceiptInfo of the Blaise Page handler object: 
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i. ScreenSize, JavascriptEnable, ConnectionSpeed, BrowserSize – these fields require adding Javascript 

in the XSL page. Then the values can retrieved from Request.Form variables: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
j. PageStartTimeStamp, PrevPageTimeStamp and PrevPageLength are obtained through time 

calcuations in combination with a session variable: 
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Step 4: Use BOI Database for Paradata: 
 
BOI file usage 
a.   As with survey data, we choose to use the BOI data format to store paradata. In comparison to 

standard Blaise data files, it has the advantage that data can be stored on a more secure location than 
an internet server.  

 
b. Data partition type – Flat no block has advantages for the Journal: 

 It’s good for small datamodels like the Journal 
 It allows stored procedures and other relational database tools to be used to manipulate 

paradata directly 
 

c. The code below is a sample query to extract data form the OLE DB database. Note that for string 
lengths greater than 255 and open type fields, the data are located in the para_Open table, so it is 
necessary to use sub queries to get those data. 
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Capturing Client-Side Paradata 

The above discussion focuses on page-level paradata that are captured when a button is clicked to leave a 
page. While that can provide useful information about time spent on an entire page or backtracking across 
pages during an interview, it does not approach the level of granularity of a CATI audit trail which 
captures keystrokes and mouse clicks.  These sorts of details (“client-side paradata”) can be captured with 
javascript while the respondent is inside the page and then saved by the same mechanism as the page-
level paradata when the interview advances. We will now discuss a scheme for modifying the default 
Blaise IS javascript and xsl files to capture client-side paradata such as changing answers within a page, 
keystrokes within an input box and scrolling. 
 
When deciding how to implement client-side paradata, we paid particular attention to the footprint.  We 
wanted to minimize risk by changing as little as possible, especially since we had decided to try to 
piggyback on existing Blaise IS xsl and javascript files.  We also thought it was necessary to try to 
minimize the size of the paradata collected because of bandwidth considerations.  Although the paradata 
were unlikely to be large enough to ever affect performance, the amount one could collect from each page 
is almost unlimited in theory (scrolling, all keys…) and the quality of respondents’ connections are not 
uniform. 
 
The paradata of most interest for quality assurance and testing purposes are those that allow the 
reconstruction of user input after the fact (for reproducing problems, mainly).  What we want to see here 
is the order in which user input occurred and focus changed.  This information can help to reveal bugs of 
various types or user friendliness problems.  Because it is common that routing occurs between pages 
rather than between questions on a page, the page-level paradata collected on the server side are usually 
sufficient for this purpose.  However, when there are scripts running on a page which may be affected by 
the sequence of events, having access to the granularity afforded by client-side paradata could be very 
important.  Client-side paradata could also provide helpful clues about confusion or interactivity problems 
on a page by recording repeated switching of answers or attempts to do something not handled in the 
original design.  Finally, client-side paradata could help reconstruct why big failures like missing data 
occur.  For example, in a web survey fielded in 2009 by the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) it was 
found that on a page with a table where respondents were expected to select a radio button and then put an 
answer in a corresponding text box, an unexpectedly high number of the boxes in the first row were blank.  
If HRS had been collecting CSP at the time (which it was not) it would have made it easier to determine 
the source of the problem and reconstruct lost data, if any.  Strategies for collecting a reasonable amount 
of paradata about which controls had click events and for collecting relevant keystrokes will be discussed 
in detail below. 
 
This same information could also prove useful for methodological purposes, particularly by pointing out 
bad design decisions revealed in some of the ways described above.   In addition, data about time between 
various events, clicks on hyperlinks, or scrolling activity within the page is all potentially valuable.  
Strategies for handling each of these types of paradata will also be discussed below. 
 
The basic format we have chosen for this client-side paradata project is not dissimilar to audit trail data 
that can be produced for Blaise surveys that use the DEP program.  Each line indicates some sort of user-
initiated event and begins with some sort of timestamp.  One key difference is that the times recorded are 
elapsed times relative to previous events rather than absolute times.  The main reason for this is that it 
results in less data, but it also helps to highlight the fact that any absolute time recorded on a client 
machine is less meaningful perhaps than one recorded in a call center in a CATI interview because the 
settings on the respondents machine and the connection quality are outside of our control.  This notation 
owes its inception to Dirk Heerwegh's CSP project explained at this URL: 
https://perswww.kuleuven.be/~u0034437/public/csp.htm.  The remainder of the data on each line either 
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provide identifying information about the field involved and its value after the event, or about something 
like scrolling activity that occurred since the last event. 
 
The client-side paradata mentioned above can be captured by adding a few functions and some function 
calls to the following files used by Blaise IS: biEvtHan.js, biHTMLWebPage.xsl, biPagEvt.js, and 
biStatus.js.  A hidden input box must be added to the FormPane in the biHTMLWebPage.xsl, which can 
collect the CSP for a page until it can be saved by the same means as the rest of the page-level paradata 
when a page navigation button is pressed.  The CSP is collected using four new functions we added to 
biEvtHan.js (code provided at the end of the paper) that handles recording the paradata, keystrokes, 
scrolling, and hyperlinks. 
 
The recording function subtracts the time of the previous event from the current time to get the elapsed 
time value and concatenates it into a line with the fieldname and value.  If a scrolling event occurred since 
the last event, it first writes the elapsed time at the last scroll event and whether the scrolling was 
horizontal, vertical, or both.  The recording function takes as arguments references to the HiddenStatus 
control, the visible control, and also the value of the visible control (in the special case of a checkbox, the 
value is constructed as follows: '#' + CheckBox.value + '=' + CheckBox.checked).  The function gets the 
Blaise fieldname from the .parentNode.id property of the HiddenStatus control.  The value argument is 
used directly, except in the case of keystrokes as described below.  This function is called from the 
following already-existing functions which are otherwise unchanged: OnClickRadioButton in biEvtHan.js, 
and FillAnswer, OnChangeDropDown, and OnClickCheckBoxStatus in biStatus.js. 
 
A function which acts as an intermediary when keystrokes are involved takes an event argument instead 
of a value and converts .charCode or .keyCode using String.fromCharCode() for alphanumeric keys and a 
switch statement to produce readable output for others, such as converting arrow keystroke codes to 
“[LEFT]”, “[RIGHT]”, etc.  The function also queues up keystrokes in the same control to be recorded as 
paradata only when the focus changes.  This is done by comparing both the .parentNode.id property of the 
HiddenStatus control and the .name property of the visible control to determine whether focus has shifted.  
The result is that most text answers will appear as a single line in the paradata rather than as multiple lines 
with single keystrokes.  This function is called with onkeyup events added to the xsl for input and textarea 
controls in the following manner: <xsl:attribute name="onkeyup">processKey(this, 
document.f.<xsl:value-of select="$Question/@ID"/>st, event);</xsl:attribute>.  It then calls the 
recording function when a set of keystrokes is complete. 
 
The function that handles scroll events is responsible for setting two boolean values that indicate whether 
horizontal or vertical scrolling occurred since the last recorded event.  These values are used in the 
recording function as described above.  The function is simply called from an onscroll event attached to 
the formpane div as follows: <xsl:attribute name="onscroll">scrollEvent(this)</xsl:attribute>.  The 
function just compares .scrollLeft and .scrollTop to their values at the previous onscroll event and sets the 
two boolean values accordingly.  It is possible to gather much more information than a pair of Boolean 
values out of these functions.  For example, it is possible to record the maximum extents of scrolling on 
each axis between events, or even to attempt to distinguish separate scroll events.  However, at this point, 
our methodologists are mainly interested in whether scrolling occurred at all and on which axis. 
 
A final function records hyperlink clicks on the page.  The function itself is straightforward – it simply 
records elapsed time and the url on a new line.  At the moment, we are only collecting hyperlink clicks 
associated with HelpImage, using a function call at the onclick event like this: <xsl:attribute 
name="onclick">recordHyperlinkClick('<xsl:value-of select="$URL"/>');</xsl:attribute>. 
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Conclusions 

Overall, while taking into account the inherent difficulties presented by web surveys, the methods 
described here would appear to allow us roughly parallel capabilities between CATI/CAPI and CAWI.  It 
may be some time before ISR begins to field enough Blaise IS surveys to start to refine these server- and 
client-side paradata collection methods, but we anticipate that they will provide a strong foundation for us 
going forward. 
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Appendix: functions added to biEvtHan.js 
var beginTime = new Date(); 
var lastField = ''; 
var lastName = ''; 
var scrollx = 0; 
var scrolly = 0; 
var endScroll = 0; 
var scrollEventHoriz = false; 
var scrollEventVert = false; 
 
function processKey(AnswerField,HiddenStatus,e){ 
 var evt=window.event? event : e; 
 var unicode=evt.charCode? evt.charCode : evt.keyCode; 
 var key; 
 switch(unicode) 
 { 
 case 8: 
   key='[BACK]'; 
   break; 
 case 9: 
   key='[TAB]'; 
   break; 
 case 13: 
   key='[ENTR]'; 
   break; 
 case 16: 
   key='[SHFT]'; 
   break; 
 case 17: 
   key='[CTRL]'; 
   break; 
 case 18: 
   key='[ALT]'; 
   break; 
 case 19: 
   key='[PAUSE]'; 
   break; 
 case 20: 
   key='[CAPS]'; 
   break; 
 case 27: 
   key='[ESC]'; 
   break; 
 case 33: 
   key='[PGUP]'; 
   break; 
 case 34: 
   key='[PGDN]'; 
   break; 
 case 35: 
   key='[END]'; 
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   break; 
 case 36: 
   key='[HOME]'; 
   break; 
 case 37: 
   key='[LEFT]'; 
   break; 
 case 38: 
   key='[UP]'; 
   break; 
 case 39: 
   key='[RIGHT]'; 
   break; 
 case 40: 
   key='[DOWN]'; 
   break; 
 case 45: 
   key='[INS]'; 
   break; 
 case 46: 
   key='[DEL]'; 
   break; 
 default: 
   key=String.fromCharCode(unicode); 
 } 
 if(lastField==HiddenStatus.parentNode.id && lastName==AnswerField.name){ 
  document.f.paraKeyStrokeStr.value += key; 
 }else{ 
  recordClientSideParadata(HiddenStatus,AnswerField,key); 
 } 
  
} 
 
function recordClientSideParadata(hiddenRef,displayRef,responseValue){ 
 //roughly follows the format of Dirk Heerwegh's CSP JavaScript Version 2.0 for comparability 
- see https://perswww.kuleuven.be/~u0034437/public/csp.htm 
 var timeEvent = new Date(); 
 var timeLapse = timeEvent - beginTime; 
 beginTime = timeEvent; 
 if(scrollEventHoriz == true || scrollEventVert == true){ 
  document.f.paraKeyStrokeStr.value += '^t=' + endScroll + ':endScroll(' + "x=" + 
scrollEventHoriz + ",y=" + scrollEventVert + ')'; 
  scrollEventHoriz = false; 
  scrollEventVert = false; 
  timeLapse -= endScroll; 
 } 
 document.f.paraKeyStrokeStr.value += '^t=' + timeLapse + ':' + hiddenRef.parentNode.id + '=' 
+ responseValue; 
 lastField=hiddenRef.parentNode.id; 
 lastName=displayRef.name; 
} 
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function scrollEvent(ref) { 
 var timeEvent = new Date(); 
 var timeLapse = timeEvent - beginTime; 
 endScroll = timeLapse; 
 if(scrollx != ref.scrollLeft){ 
  scrollEventHoriz = true; 
  scrollx=ref.scrollLeft; 
 } 
 if(scrolly != ref.scrollTop){ 
  scrollEventVert = true; 
  scrolly=ref.scrollTop; 
 } 
} 
 
function recordHyperlinkClick(url) { 
 var timeEvent = new Date(); 
 var timeLapse = timeEvent - beginTime; 
 beginTime = timeEvent; 
 document.f.paraKeyStrokeStr.value += '^t=' + timeLapse + ':target=' + url; 
 lastField = ''; 
 lastName = ''; 
} 

 


